Andrew Beveridge  
Asst Professor of Math/Computer Science  
BA Williams College  
MS, MPhil & PhD Yale University  
Post-doc at Carnegie Mellon University  
Finite Markov chains, random graphs, probabilistic combinatorics

Sarah Boyer  
Asst Professor of Biology  
BA Swarthmore College  
MA University of CA, Berkeley  
PhD Harvard University  
Biogeography, Systematics, and Evolution of Invertebrate Animals

John Cannon  
Asst Professor of Physics  
BS University of Iowa  
PhD University of Minnesota  
Post-doc at Max-Planck-Instut fur Astronomie  
Post-doc and Visiting Asst Professor at Wesleyan University  
Observational astronomy, dwarf galaxy evolution

Christina Esposito  
Asst Professor of Linguistics  
BA State University of NY, Albany  
MA & PhD University of CA, Los Angeles  
Phonetics, voice quality, indigenous languages

Olga González-Castaneda  
Asst Professor of Anthropology  
BA Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú  
MA & PhD Columbia University  
Executive Director, Center for Psychosocial Development and Assessment  
Cultural politics of indigenous and vernacular art and their position in national and transnational arenas

Casey Jarrin  
Asst Professor of English  
BA Yale University  
PhD Duke University  
Lecturing Fellow at Duke University  
20th-Century British and Irish literature, postwar film and visual culture, transnational modernism, post-colonial studies, youth subcultures, prison literature, cultures of violence

Don Lee  
Asst Professor of Theater and Dance  
BA University of CA, Los Angeles  
MFA Emerson College  
Editor, Ploughshares magazine  
Writer-in-Residence, Emerson College  
Creative writing and literature

Lara Nielsen  
Asst Professor of Theater and Dance  
BA Boston College  
MA University of MN  
PhD New York University  
Associate Teacher at Tisch School of the Arts, NYU  
Teaching Fellow at Hampshire and Amherst Colleges  
Critiques of subjectivity, movement, and the state; globalizations and cultural studies; gender and feminist criticism; and multimedia documentary methodologies

Molly Olsen  
Asst Prof of Hispanic & Latin American Studies  
BA & MA Ohio State University  
PhD Tulane University  
Asst and Assoc Professor at University of MO, Columbia  
Spanish American colonial and Hispanic transatlantic literature with an emphasis on African in the Americas

John Parker  
Assoc Professor of English  
BA University of MI, Ann Arbor  
MA & PhD University of PA  
Assoc Prof of English at Harvard University  
Medieval and Renaissance Drama

Andrea Robertson Cremer  
Asst Professor of History  
BA Northland College  
MA Butler University  
PhD University of MN  
History of the American colonies, gender, religion, race, and sexuality

Kathryn Splan  
Asst Professor of Chemistry  
BS University of WI, Eau Claire  
PhD Northwestern University  
Post-doc at UCLA and Duke University  
Protein and peptide chemistry, bioinorganic chemistry, photochemistry

Chad Topaz  
Asst Professor of Math/Computer Science  
BA Harvard University  
MS & PhD Northwestern University  
Asst Dir at USC Center for Excellence in Teaching  
Asst Prof at USC Rossier School of Education  
Nonlinear dynamical systems, pattern formation, mathematical modeling

Xin Yang  
Asst Professor of Asian Languages and Cultures  
BA Beijing Foreign Studies University  
MA & PhD University of Oregon  
Modern and contemporary Chinese literature, culture and film, cyber writing, youth subculture, urban culture and women's writing